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FUN FACTS TOO 
 
MOUSE TRAP -- Clara and Fritz are introduced in the film testing an elaborate Rube 
Goldberg-type operation designed to catch a mouse, ironically, though Clara has no 
idea what she’ll soon be facing. The architecture of the attic set was arranged in a very 
careful arch so that filmmakers could achieve a stylized perspective that spotlights the 
mouse trap.  
• The mouse trap itself was a painstaking process—every element was drawn, built 

and tested over several weeks. The good news is that the trap worked on the first 
take. 

 
THE MUSIC BOX – Clara receives a special gift from her late mother that fuels her 
subsequent journey. This music box clearly had to be extraordinary.  
• Inspired by the Fabergé egg, the egg-shaped music box is incredibly intricate and 

detailed. It was designed from scratch by production designer Guy Hendrix Dyas 
and created by hand.  

• The “hero” music box that opens took 10 weeks to make. There were two solid 
versions that didn’t open and two soft versions used for stunts. 

• The interior of the hero version is detailed with moving parts and a hidden mirror.  
• In the story, Drosselmeyer made the music box for Clara’s mother, Marie. The owl 

and pocket watch reference are direct nods to Drosselmeyer.  
 
THE COVETED KEY – Clara’s journey to the Four Realms begins with her desire to find 
a key to unlock the music box.  
• The key had to be unique. The teeth at the end of the key begin in a regular 

configuration, but a series of magnets force the teeth to rotate into a star shape as 
it’s inserted into the lock.  

• There were four different sized keys made for different shots.  
• The prop department made about 20 keys in total.  
 
TICK TOCK – The idea of time is prominent in the story, so the clocks that can be seen 
were designed and placed with special care. 
• There are several clocks in Drosselmeyer’s workshop. 
• Drosselmeyer’s crystal grandfather clock required a lot of time and several 

incarnations before it was finalized. There are mini moving parts inside the clock and 
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two miniature weathervane figurines on the balcony of the clock are 4-centimeter 
versions of Clara and Sugar Plum.  

• The entire top half of the clock is made in solid clear resin. The tapered base has an 
internal steel frame clad in brass and walnut, using real-aged picture glass for the 
doors and windows.  

• Many parts were 3D printed and CNC (computer numerical control) cut. There are 
fully working custom clock mechanisms.  

 
BIRDS OF A FEATHER – There are three bird motifs in the film: owls, swans and 
peacocks.  
• The owl is a soldier of sorts for Godfather Drosselmeyer, dispatched to keep a 

protective eye over Clara during her journey in the Four Reams.  
o The breed featured in the beginning of the film is a European Eagle owl.  
o Two real owls were used during filming, Colonel Cracker and James, and 

many owls were made by the prop modeling department.  
o The image of the owl is in Drosselmeyer’s cane, on Clara’s music box and on 

top of Drosselmeyer’s crystal clock. 
• Swans represent Clara’s mother, Marie. There is a 15-foot, quintet-holding sleigh 

with two giant swans in Drosselmeyer’s ballroom the evening of his party, as well as 
a swan-shaped ice sculpture. There are also swan-themed door handles, 
candelabras, wall sconces, vases, crests and torches throughout the film. There are 
even swan-themed fairground rides in the Fourth Realm.  

o Clara helps Drosselmeyer fix a device that features a moving swan in his 
workshop before she ventures to the Four Realms. The Victorian-styled 
automata was complicated to make and took artists and technicians 10 weeks 
to make with 66 individual cast brass cams to generate the rippling water of 
the lake that holds the swan. 

• Peacocks are also an homage to Marie. There are peacock feathers and ornaments 
in the Stahlbaum home, and peacock wallpaper in Marie’s bedroom. Within the 
palace, there are a number of peacock details in the auditorium as well as a large 
peacock throne. Posh peacock-feather wallpaper wraps the columns in the throne 
room.  
 

LET IT GROW – In a nod to the Nutcracker tradition of a magical growing Christmas 
tree, filmmakers deliberately contrasted the look and size of the Christmas trees in the 
film.  
• Standing at 8 feet, the first that audiences will see is in the Stahlbaum home. 

Reflecting the family’s state of mourning, the tree is a classic Victorian look that 
lack’s holiday sparkle and grandeur—even the color red is absent.  

• At 18 feet tall, the second tree is seen at Godfather Drosselmeyer’s holiday party 
with hundreds of handmade ornaments and real candles.  

• The third tree, found in the world of the Four Realms, is spectacular and magical—
and at 21 feet tall, is the largest tree of all.  
 

 
 

 


